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Abstract: Living cell microarrays in microfluidic chips allow the non invasive multiplexed
molecular analysis of single cells. Here, we developed a simple and affordable perfusion
microfluidic chip containing a living yeast cell array composed of a population of cell variants
(green fluorescent protein (GFP) tagged Saccharomyces cerevisiae clones). We combined mechanical
patterning in 102 microwells and robotic piezoelectric cell dispensing in the microwells to construct
the cell arrays. Robotic yeast cell dispensing of a yeast collection from a multiwell plate to the
microfluidic chip microwells was optimized. The developed microfluidic chip and procedure were
validated by observing the growth of GFP tagged yeast clones that are linked to the cell cycle by
time lapse fluorescence microscopy over a few generations. The developed microfluidic technology
has the potential to be easily upscaled to a high density cell array allowing us to perform dynamic
proteomics and localizomics experiments.
Keywords: cell printing; piezoelectric dispensing; Saccharomyces cerevisiae; GFP tagged yeast clone
collection; living cell microarrays; microfluidic chip; dynamic single cell analysis

1. Introduction
Cell assays have been miniaturized by growing cells in multiwell plates with increasing well
number from 96 to 384 and 1536 wells and decreasing well volume from 280 L down to 3 L. These
experiments are typically integrated in a robotic analysis platform. Major drawbacks of robotic
platforms are the expense of the instrumentation, the cost of experimental consumables, closed
systems (batch growth), and still relative medium throughput compared to recently developed
microfluidic chips. As cell collections grow, further miniaturization of cell assays is needed to
increase parallelism of the analyses. Cell microarrays provide an attractive solution, as they could
increase the throughput significantly [1–3]. A cellular microarray consists of a solid support wherein
small volumes of different biomolecules and cells can be displayed in defined locations, allowing the
multiplexed interrogation of living cells and the analysis of cellular responses [4,5]. Living cell
microarrays have been combined with microfluidic bioreactors, which provide multiple advantages
for multiplex dynamic analyses and high throughput screening [4,6]. Cellular arrays are emerging as
important tools for functional genomics, drug discovery, toxicology, and stem cell research [4,7,8]. A
major advantage of cell microarrays over microtiter plates is the opportunity to measure parameters
on hundreds of individual single cells and average them, instead of measuring the parameters of a
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whole cell population. An interesting application where living yeast cell arrays are used is “dynamic
proteomics” in which living cell microarrays using a fluorescent protein (e.g. GFP) tagged yeast clone
collection and automated time lapse microscopy is used for the rapid acquisition of in vivo
quantitative data about the dynamic proteome and protein subcellular localization (“localizomics”).
This enables the identification of members of protein complexes and coregulated proteins, and the
unravelling of signaling pathways such as exposure to stress compounds, antimicrobials, or mating
conditions [9–13].
Mechanical cell patterning, where mechanical barriers capture the cells at specified spots, has
been frequently used to create cellular microarrays [14] in microfluidic chips. Yeast cells have been
mechanically patterned in (single cell) microwells [15,16], microchambers [17,18], and mechanical
trap barriers [19–21]. As for the creation of classical DNA microarrays, a fluid dispensing device can
be used to spot or “print” living cells in an array format [4]. Dispensing techniques are categorized
as contact and non contact dispensing [22,23]. Robotic contact printing (e.g. printing DNA
microarrays) was initially used to print cells on a semi solid agar growth medium [24]. Today, mostly
non contact based devices are used to produce living cellular arrays [25–28]. Here, the fluid is ejected
as a flying droplet or jet toward the surface from a short distance. One concept of non contact printing
is based on syringe–solenoid driven printers, where a reservoir and a high speed microsolenoid
valve are connected to a high resolution syringe [29,30]. Typically, droplet volumes of 10 to 20
nanoliter are the lower dispensing limit. Another concept is piezoelectrical dispensing, where a
technology similar to the one used in an ink jet printer is used [31,32]. A piezo actuator is fixed around
a glass capillary close to the end of the tip. The squeezing of the capillary forced by the piezo actuation
induces droplet ejection out of the capillary. The fast response time of the piezoelectric crystal permits
fast dispensing rates (kHz range), and the small deflection of the crystal generates droplets from tens
of picoliters to a few nanoliters. Robotic cell printing can be used to easily create a living cell
microarray composed of a clone collection and at a positional xy accuracy of a few micrometer.
Here, we developed a perfusion microfluidic chip containing a living GFP clone collection that
can be used to perform dynamic proteomics and localizomics experiments and demonstrate its
performance. We combined mechanical patterning and robotic cell printing to produce living cell
arrays. Soft lithography was used to create a 102 microwell array in the epoxy resin SU 8 (Structured
by UV 8) on top of a glass coverslip substrate. A commercial microchannel top plate was used to
close the microfluidic chip. Piezo dispensing was optimized for the development of living yeast cell
arrays in microfluidic chips. We demonstrated that a clone collection can successfully be printed into
the microwell array and yeast cells can be grown in the microwells in continuous mode. Finally, time
lapse fluorescence imaging was performed using 6 selected GFP tagged clones demonstrating that
the approach is suitable to perform dynamic analyses of protein expression and protein localization
in living cells.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Yeast Strain and Media
Clones from the S. cerevisiae Yeast GFP Clone Collection (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA) were used [33]. We selected 34 clones linked to the cell cycle (Table S1) and revived them from
the cryo stock on YPD agar plates (yeast extract 10 g/L, peptone 20 g/L, dextrose 20 g/L, agar 15 g/L).
Single colonies were then transferred to liquid cultures in Synthetic Complete (SC) medium
supplemented with 2% (m/v) glucose. The yeast cells were grown overnight in a shaking incubator at
170 rpm and 30 °C. Prior to cell printing, the cultures were diluted in Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS)
to an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of 0.5.
2.2. Fabrication of the Microwell Substrate and the Microfluidic Chip
The microfluidic chip consists of two parts: a bottom glass slide with SU 8 microwells and a top
plate containing a microfluidic channel with in and outlet ports (Figure 1). The microwell substrate
was produced in house whereas the top plate was obtained commercially (sticky Slide I 0.4 Luer,
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Ibidi, Gräfelfing, Germany). Microwells were fabricated by SU 8 photolithography on glass
coverslips. Glass coverslips (75 × 25 mm, thickness of 170 m; Ibidi, Gräfelfing, Germany) were
cleaned in acetone (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) and 2 propanol (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany)
for 15 minutes each, then rinsed with ultrapure water and finally blow dried. The glass slides were
then exposed to air plasma at 100 W, 50 kHz, for 5 minutes (Plasma System Cute, Femto Science,
Dongtangiheung Ro, Korea). The negative photoresist SU 8 2050 (Kayaku Advanced Materials,
Westborough, MA, USA) was spin coated onto the glass slides at 3500 rpm for 30 seconds in order to
reach an approximative thickness of 50 m. Next, the SU 8 was soft baked for six minutes at 95 °C
on a hot plate. The SU 8 slides were then aligned with the photomask (film photomask, Selba,
Versoix, Switzerland) in the mask aligner UV KUB3 (Kloé, Saint Mathieu de Tréviers, France) and
illuminated with 365 nm ultraviolet (UV) light (intensity of 35 mW/cm2) for 10 seconds. Following
UV exposure, the SU 8 slides were post baked for six minutes at 95 °C on a hot plate. Finally, the
slides were treated with SU 8 developer for seven minutes and next washed with 2 propanol and
blow dried. The dimensions of the wells were then evaluated by optical microscopy (Nikon Eclipse
Ti2, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) with a 10x objective (for the diameter and pitch distance) and with a 3D
profilometer (Profilm 3D, Filmetrics, San Diego, CA, USA) for the well’s depth. The microfluidic chip
was assembled by pressing the sticky top plate (sticky Slide I 0.4 Luer, Ibidi, Gräfelfing, Germany) to
the microwell substrate.
2.3. Cell Printing
Cell printing was performed using a non contact iTWO 400 dispenser (M2 Automation, Berlin,
Germany) (Figure S2a). The printer is established in an environmental enclosure for live cell printing
that contains a HEPA filter and recirculating air is sterilized with a UV lamp. The environmental
temperature can be controlled as well as the relative humidity. Moreover, the instrument deck
contains a cooling system for source plates and target plates with dew point control, which prevents
evaporation during spotting. Samples to be printed are manually dispensed in 384 multiwell plates
(ShallowWell 384 multiwell plate, Thermo Fischer Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), which are then
mounted onto the “source plate” locations of the robot (Figure S2a). Likewise, the substrate to be
printed is mounted onto the “target plate” locations of the robot (Figure S2a). The actual printing is
performed with a piezo dispenser made of a borosilicate glass capillary surrounded by a piezo
ceramic actuator (PDMD, M2 automation, Berlin, Germany), which is able to shoot pico to nanoliter
droplets at high frequency with high volume and position accuracies. Finally, the instrument deck is
also equipped with a wash station, which enables to clean the tip of the piezo dispenser after sample
aspiration and sample printing, in order to avoid cross contamination. A typical printing run consists
in aspirating the sample to be printed from the “source plate”, washing the outside of the tip to get
rid of contaminants that could impair the shooting, shooting the sample at its desired position on the
“target plate” and finally dispensing the remaining sample at the washing station and washing the
outside of the tip so that it is cleaned for the next sample. Each step of this procedure can be specified
in the software controlling the robot. Additionally, the robot is equipped with a camera annexed to
the piezo dispenser, which enables us to verify the successful printing of the samples.
Ultrapure water was printed with a pulse duration of 15 s and an amplitude voltage of 75 V.
The environmental temperature was around 28 °C, the relative humidity was controlled at 50% and
the temperature of the target plate was at 15 °C. These parameters were maintained throughout each
of the cell printing experiments. For optimization purposes, ultrapure water was printed on standard
glass coverslips (24 × 24 × 0.17 mm) and in microwells of commercial nanotiter plates (Microfluidic
ChipShop, Jena, Germany) made of the cyclo olefin copolymer material Topas.
Prior to cell printing, the SU 8 microwells were coated with a solution of concanavalin A (Con
A) (Con A from Canavalia ensiformis, Sigma Aldrich, Overijse, Belgium) at 2 mg/mL in H2O, with 5
mM CaCl2 and 5 mM MnSO4. Sixty drops of Con A were printed per well with the parameters
mentioned above and were left to incubate for 15 minutes before being allowed to dry.
Yeast suspensions were prepared at an OD600 of 0.5 in PBS and 40 droplets were printed into
each well with the parameters mentioned above. Multiple yeast suspensions were successively
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printed in different wells of the microfluidic chip. Therefore, the piezo dispenser was thoroughly
washed between each sample to avoid cross contamination. The washing procedure consisted in first
discarding the old sample by ejecting 30 L of liquid at a flow rate of 30 L/s using the syringe pump
and next, flushing the outside of the piezo dispenser with ultrapure water for five seconds at the
wash station. The yeast cells were left to sediment for 10 minutes. The microfluidic chip was closed
and connected to a syringe filled with SC medium via silicone tubing. SC medium was gently
perfused into the channel of the microfluidic chip with a syringe pump (KD Scientific, Holliston, MA,
USA) at a flow rate of 25 L/min. Finally, the complete set up (microfluidic chip and syringe pump)
was installed on a microscope for direct imaging or kept at 4 °C overnight to image the next day.
2.4. Microscopy
The microfluidic chip and syringe pump set up were installed on a Nikon Eclipse Ti2
epifluorescence microscope (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) for time lapse imaging. The microfluidic chip was
inserted into a temperature controlled chamber (Ibidi, Gräfelfing, Germany), which was mounted
onto an automated scanning stage (ProScan III, Prior Scientific Instruments, Cambridge, United
Kingdom). The syringe pump was placed next to the microscope and the syringe was covered with
a syringe heater (New Era Pump Systems, Farmingdale, NY, USA). Both the temperature controller
and the syringe heater were set at 30 °C for the duration of the time lapse experiments.
For the growth experiment with 34 clones, bright field images of yeasts were acquired every 20
minutes, for 18 hours with a 20x objective. At the final time point (18 h), the yeasts were also imaged
with a 60x objective in bright field and fluorescence. The GFP fluorescence was observed by exciting
the sample with a LED light source (pE 300white, CoolLED, Andover, United Kingdom) and detecting
it through a FITC filter. For the growth experiment with six clones, the yeasts were imaged in bright
field and fluorescence and images were recorded every 30 minutes for three hours using a 60x
objective.
2.5. Image Processing
Images acquired by the camera of the iTWO 400 dispenser were post processed using Fiji [34].
More precisely, they were stitched together to form the pictures shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4 using
the “Grid/Collection Stitching” plugin [35]. The bright field and GFP fluorescent pictures were also
processed with Fiji for background correction and manual stack alignment.
3. Results
3.1. Construction of the Microfluidic Chip
The microfluidic chip (Figure 1c) was made of two parts: the microwell array on a glass slide
(Figure 1a) and the top plate with a microfluidic channel (Figure 1b). The microwell array was
produced in the epoxy based photoresist SU 8 through a standard photolithography protocol. The
mask design of the microwell array consisted of three rows of 34 wells with a well diameter of 300
m and a pitch distance of 850 m (Figure S1). Visual inspection of the microwells after
photolithography showed that the SU 8 wells matched the mask’s dimensions (Figure 1d).
Furthermore, the measured well’s depth was approximatively 50 m (Figure S1b), which fits the
expected thickness of the SU 8 layer, according to the protocol mentioned earlier. Altogether, these
results prove the photolithography process to be successful and a quick method to produce the
microwells in the microfluidic chip.
The overall length and thickness of the microwell array were 28.4 mm and 2.0 mm, respectively.
These dimensions fit within the microfluidic channel of the top plate that was used to seal the
microfluidic chip and connect the inlet and outlet tubes. The top plate was commercially available
and consisted of a channel of 50 × 5 × 0.4 mm (l × w × h) surrounded by a double sided tape, which
enabled us to quickly and easily stick it onto the bottom substrate. Once the microfluidic chip was
sealed (after filling with the cells), it was connected to silicone tubing and a syringe filled with SC
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growth medium. The medium was then perfused at a very low flow rate (25 L/min) with a syringe
pump in order to ensure nutrient renewal for cell growth.
3.2. Living Cell Microarray Development
First, piezo dispensing parameters were optimized by printing a water droplet array on a glass
substrate. Piezo dispensing is accomplished by applying rectangular voltage pulses to the piezo
ceramic actuator (Figure S2c). For the duration of each pulse, the actuator tube contracts a few
micrometers, thereby initiating a pressure wave that causes the ejection of a droplet. The amplitude
and the duration of the pulse influence the volume and the velocity of the droplet. The higher the
amplitude (applied voltage) and the longer the pulse, the bigger the droplet and the higher its
velocity. The frequency of the pulses is directly correlated to the duration of the pulse and also
influences the droplet’s volume. Finally, the viscosity of the sample to dispense also has an influence
on the printing parameters. Therefore, piezo dispensing needs to be optimized for each solution that
has to be printed. In this work, yeast suspensions were prepared in PBS prior to printing.

Figure 1. Construction of the microfluidic chip containing the cell microarray. (a) The bottom
substrate: the SU 8 microwell array on the glass coverslip. (b) The top plate containing the channel,
inlet and outlet (Ibidi, Gräfelfing, Germany). (c) The integrated microfluidic chip obtained by sticking
the top plate to the bottom plate using double sided sticky tape. (d) The microwells constructed by
SU 8 UV photolithography.

Considering that PBS solution and ultrapure water have similar viscosities; we first optimized
the piezo dispensing parameters with ultrapure water for simplicity reason. Typically, we started by
determining the amplitude and duration of the voltage pulses that were giving a reliable ejection of
water droplets. We obtained a stable shooting of ultrapure water with an amplitude of 75 V and a
pulse duration of 15 s. These parameters resulted in a droplet volume ranging between 70 to 80 pL
(Figure S2b). Next, we created 3 × 3 arrays of water droplets with decreasing pitch distance on a glass
substrate (Figure 2). We started by shooting 100 drops/spot at 50 Hz with a pitch distance of 1000 m,
750 m and 500 m. We could not print arrays with pitch distances lower than 500 m without
merging of neighboring spots. Hence, we reduced the droplet number and printed 50 drops/spot at
25 Hz with a decreasing pitch distance from 400 to 300 and 250 m. Surprisingly, printing half the
droplet number did not allow halving the pitch distance as expected. Additional testing established
that five drops/spot at 4 Hz with a pitch distance of 200 m were the limit parameters at which a 3 ×
3 array of water droplets could be stably printed on a glass slide. This optimization process aimed at
determining the minimal spot sizes and pitch distances that can be stably printed in order to increase
the throughput of the platform.
Secondly, we evaluated the filling of microwells with water droplets using piezo dispensing.
Therefore, we initially used a commercially available microtiter plate (size of a microscope slide) that
contains squared microwells with dimensions of 400 × 400 m (array A), 200 × 200 m (array B), 100
× 100 m (array C), and height of 20 m (Figure 3). The pulse duration (15 s) and amplitude voltage
(75 V) were as for printing on the glass substrate. With a frequency of 50 Hz, the number of droplets
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decreased from 200 drops per well for array A to 25 drops per well for array B and five drops per
well for array C.
Once the piezo dispensing parameters were established with ultrapure water, the printing
protocol was optimized for living cells. First, the microwells were filled with 60 droplets of Con A at
a pulse duration of 15 s, amplitude voltage of 75 V and frequency of 50 Hz (Figure 4a). Con A is a
lectin, which binds to the mannose glycans at the yeast cell wall [36]. Hence, Con A was used as a
coating, which anchored the yeast cells to the bottom of the microwells so that they were not flushed
away when SC medium was perfused during continuous cultivation. Next, the density of printed
yeast cells per well was optimized. The final objective of this study consisted in developing a method
that allowed monitoring the growth of single yeast cells as well as their expression of GFP tagged
proteins by time lapse fluorescence microscopy. Therefore, the printing process had to deliver only
a few cells per well. To do so, two parameters were adapted: the cell density of the yeast suspensions
to print and the number of droplets/well. The latter was evaluated first and 40 drops/well provided
optimal filling of the microwell without overflowing (Figure 4b). Since this parameter was kept
constant for all the living cell experiments, the cell density of the yeast suspensions was then
optimized. Yeasts suspensions at OD600 of 0.8, 0.5, and 0.2 were tested (Figure S2d). The suspension
at an OD600 of 0.8 proved difficult to print since this high cell concentration increased the viscosity of
the sample, thereby preventing the droplet ejection. On the other hand, cell suspensions at an OD600
of 0.2 were possible to shoot but did not deliver yeast cells in every well. The suspension at an OD600
of 0.5 was then selected, as it could be reproducibly printed and guaranteed the presence of a
significant number of single cells per well. All the yeast printing experiments were performed with
the following optimized parameters: pulse duration of 15 s, amplitude voltage of 75 V, and a
frequency of 50 Hz.

Figure 2. Optimization of the printing on a glass substrate. Water droplets were piezo dispensed
(pulse duration of 15 s and voltage of 75 V) as a 3 × 3 array on a glass coverslip: (a) 100 droplets at a
frequency of 50 Hz with a pitch of 1000 m; (b) 100 droplets at a frequency of 50 Hz with a pitch of
750 m; (c) 100 droplets at a frequency of 50 Hz with a pitch of 500 m; (d) 50 droplets at a frequency
of 25 Hz with a pitch of 400 m; (e) 25 droplets at a frequency of 25 Hz with a pitch of 300 m; (f) 25
droplets at a frequency of 25 Hz with a pitch of 250 m; (g) 10 droplets at a frequency of 5 Hz with a
pitch of 250 m; (h) five droplets at a frequency of 4 Hz with a pitch of 200 m.

Finally, since the objective was to print multiple clones from the GFP tagged yeast collection in
different wells of the microfluidic chip, a last printing procedure had to be optimized, namely the
washing step between samples in order to avoid cross contamination. The washing step includes the
disposal of the printed sample followed by the cleaning of the outside of the piezo dispenser capillary.
Discarding the sample can be done either by applying pressure to the liquid path of the robot or by
ejecting it with a syringe pump. Indeed, the iTWO 400 robot is equipped with both a pressure unit
and a syringe pump, which enable to flow liquid through the piezo dispenser on a passive or active
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basis, respectively. With the pressure unit, the liquid continuously flows at a fixed fluid flow rate for
as long as the pressure is applied. With the syringe pump, a specified volume of liquid flows at a
specified flow rate. Cleaning the outside of the piezo dispenser is performed at the washing station
of the robot (Figure S2a), and only the washing time can be adapted. To evaluate the efficiency of the
washing step on avoiding cross contamination, wells from a 384 multiwell plate (MTP) were filled
with both a yeast suspension in PBS (at OD600 of 0.5) and a colored ink according to a designed pattern
(Figure 5a). The samples were then printed on solid agar medium in a petri dish and left to grow at
30 °C for 24 hours before evaluation. In the first experiment, the printed samples were discarded by
means of pressure (at 450 mbar) for 10 seconds, and the outside of the piezo dispenser was cleaned
for five seconds. Although most of the design was correctly printed, one cross contaminated spot was
visible (Figure 5b). The experiment was then repeated; however, the samples were discarded in the
wash station by means of the syringe pump. The cleaning of the piezo dispenser was kept at five
seconds. Using this procedure, no cross contamination was observed (Figure 5c).

Figure 3. Optimization of piezo printing into microwells. (a) Commercial microtiter plate
(Microfluidic ChipShop, Jena, Germany) containing three microwell arrays with square microwells
of varying width; array A: width of 400 m and pitch of 1125 m, array B: width of 200 m and pitch
of 563 m, array C: width of 100 m and pitch of 281 m. Water droplets were piezo dispensed (pulse
duration of 15 s, amplitude voltage of 75 V and frequency of 50 Hz) as (b) a 2 × 2 array in array A
wells at 200 droplets/well, (c) a 4 × 4 array in array B wells at 25 droplets/well, (d) a 8 × 8 array in array
C wells at five droplets/well.
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Figure 4. Con A and yeast cells dispensing into the microwells of the microfluidic ship (pulse duration
of 15 s, voltage of 75 V and frequency of 50 Hz): (a) 60 droplets of Con A were printed, (b) 40 droplets
were printed from the yeast solution (OD600 of 0.5).

3.2. Growth of Yeast Cells in the Microfluidic Chip
A selection of 34 GFP tagged S. cerevisiae clones that are related to the cell cycle were printed as
triplicates into the well array (Figure 4, S2e), and the chip was closed by sticking the microfluidic
channel to the microwell substrate (Figure 1). Time lapse microscopy was used to follow the growth
during 18 h. An overview of all wells is presented in Figure S3 and some selected wells in Figure 6.
At the end of the growth experiment, the GFP tagged proteins were visualized.
To evaluate the suitability of the developed yeast chips to perform dynamic analyses of protein
expression and protein localization in single yeast cells, a small set of 6 clones were selected, i.e.
Cdc39, Cla4, Bem1, Shs1, Cdc14 and Cdc28. A time lapse experiment was performed where these
clones were observed at higher resolution (600× magnification) during 3 h (Figure 7).

Figure 5. Evaluation of the washing protocol to avoid cross contamination. (a) Printing pattern to
evaluate the washing protocol of the piezo dispenser. Transparent wells contain a yeast solution in
PBS, and the colored wells contain a blue dye (no cells). (b) Washing protocol based on pressure
resulted in 1 cross contamination colony. (c) Washing protocol based on the syringe pump resulted
in spotting without cross contamination.

Figure 6. Yeast growth in some selected wells (see Figure S3 for the full overview).
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Figure 7. Time lapse fluorescence microscopy of selected GFP tagged clones related to the cell cycle.
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4. Discussion
To create a living GFP tagged yeast array, we combined mechanical patterning by constructing
an array of microwells with cell printing (robotic cell patterning), which allows the controlled
placement of the GFP tagged clones in the selected wells. The cells were trapped in the wells by
sticking them to the glass bottom of the microwells using the lectin Con A. Microfluidic chips where
a GFP tagged yeast clone collection was patterned as an array into microchambers have been
previously developed [10,37]. Also, a microfluidic perfusion system where a robotic printed yeast
array on agar and sandwiched with a track etched membrane has been described [38]. These designs
and fabrication methods are much more complex and difficult to construct. Due to the open design,
robotic patterning of living cells in microwells is much more flexible in creating different filling
designs. Additionally, it could be used to create high density arrays without increasing much the
complexity of the microfluidic chip design and construction.
A hybrid SU 8 on glass microfluidic chip containing a living cell array was developed. The direct
fabrication of SU 8 microwells on the glass coverslip substrate is a simple, low cost and a high
precision method that is suitable to construct disposable biochips [39]. SU 8 is biocompatible and has
also the advantage that high density well arrays at high aspect ratios could be created [40]. A
microwell array of 3 × 34 microwells containing microwells with a diameter of 300 m and depth of
50 m were created. The SU 8 microwell layer stuck well to the glass substrate. The bonding of the
SU 8 microwell array to the glass could also withstand temperature shifts to low temperature
(refrigerator). This allowed to store the chip filled with yeast cells for a few days before the growth
experiment was performed.
Piezo printing was selected as the method to dispense a Con A protein solution and the GFP
tagged yeast collection into the microwells. We performed these dispensing steps with a piezoelectric
dispenser (also called drop on demand ink jet printing) [41,42]. Piezo printing of proteins and cells
has been used previously for various applications including enzyme printing for glucose biosensors
[43], protein arrays [44], netrin 1 adhesive micropattern construction [45], bacterial Escherichia coli
arrays [46,47], bacterial and yeast cells on cantilever array sensors [48], S. cerevisiae cells on an agar
layer [38], and mammalian cells [49].
We demonstrated that printing a small array on a flat glass substrate is possible and this method
could be used to create cell arrays on glass substrate in a cheap and easy way. However, the droplet
size was not proportional to the droplet volume which is a limitation to increase the throughput. We
expected that half the number of droplets would result in half the spot volume, half the spot size and
that twice the number of spots could be printed in the array. However, this was not the case. Also,
significant variations in the droplet locations occurred, which resulted in arrays that were not
perfectly arranged, which can result in merging of the spots in case of a small pitch distance (Figure
2e,f).
Printing of cells into microwells compared to on a flat surface has many advantages. Spatial
confinement in the microwell results in higher resolution printing: smaller well sizes than droplet
spot sizes and smaller pitch distances can be obtained. Droplet position in the wells is more accurate
than droplets on a flat surface (Figure 2). Additionally, the liquid–air interface is reduced for
microwells compared to droplets on a surface, resulting in a reduced evaporation rate. All these
benefits result in higher throughput and stable printing.
The printer setup allowed to aspirate a yeast solution from an MTP (multiwell plate) well and
deposit picoliter droplets containing living cells at the target microwell, and to perform this
consecutively for all filled MTP wells. A tip dispenser washing protocol based on syringe pump cell
solution ejection was successful to avoid cross contamination between different wells since syringe
pump ejection occurred at a much higher flow rate than pressure based ejection and could remove
all yeast cells from the piezo tip. A GFP tagged clone collection in a 3 × 34 cell array was cultivated
during 18 h (Figure 6 and S3). This experiment demonstrated that a clone collection of 34 clones in
triplicate could be successfully printed at a cell concentration that allows single cell observation
during several generations.
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As a proof of concept experiment to observe changes in GFP tagged protein expression and
cellular location, we selected GFP tagged proteins that play a role during the yeast growth cycle. The
Cdc39 protein is a subunit of the CCR4 NOT1 core complex that has multiple roles in the regulation
of mRNA levels [50,51]. A high fluorescence intensity covering the cytoplasm in the mother and
daughter cell can be observed (Figure 7) since it is present at a large number of protein molecules per
cell (4300) [52]. Cla4p is a Cdc42p activated signal transducing kinase that is involved in septin ring
assembly, vacuole inheritance, cytokinesis, and sterol uptake regulation [53]. It is distributed in the
cytoplasm and the bud. Higher intensity spots can be observed at the site where the bud appears
(Figure 7). Bem1p is involved in establishing cell polarity and morphogenesis and functions as a
scaffold protein for complexes that include Cdc24p, Ste5p, Ste20p, and Rsr1p [54]. A high intensity
spot can be observed at the bud site and the growing bud (Figure 7). Shs1p is a component of the
septin ring that is required for cytokinesis [55]. Initially, it is present at the cell periphery and moves
to the bud site to create the septin ring (Figure 7). Cdc14p is a phosphatase required for the mitotic
exit [56]. It is present in the nucleus and the nucleolus (Figure 7). Cdc28p is a cyclin dependent kinase
(CDK) catalytic subunit and master regulator of mitotic and meiotic cell cycles [57,58]. It alternately
associates with G1, S, and G2/M phase cyclins. It is observed initially in the cytoplasm and next in
the nucleus (Figure 7). These results demonstrate that the microfluidic chip can be used to perform
dynamic experiments with subcellular resolution of fluorescently tagged proteins.
In the future, the number of microwells in the array could be upscaled allowing to perform
dynamic proteomics and localizomics experiments. This cell microarray based systems biology
platform could be used to detect directly chemical disturbances in a small molecule compound screen
of the proteome in contrast to genetic approaches that are based on chemical genetic interactions and
necessitates a multistep indirect approach [59]. The genome wide tagging of proteins of S. cerevisiae,
including with GFP, has already provided a vast resource of such information [9,11,33,60]. Analysis
of this high resolution, high coverage localisation data set in the context of transcriptional, genetic,
and protein protein interaction (PPI) data revealed the combinatorial logic of transcriptional co
regulation and spatial temporal regulation of proteins, and provided for example a comprehensive
view of trafficking and signalling regulatory interactions within and between organelles in
eukaryotic cells. As demonstrated here, dynamic movements from one location to another can also
be followed as the cell proceeds through the cell cycle. Dynamic movements of proteins have also
been described in yeast cells that respond to environmental stresses such as dithiothreitol (DTT) stress
[9], hydrogen peroxide stress [9], osmotic stress by potassium chloride [37], and nitrogen starvation
[9] or chemical perturbations by rapamycin [11], hydroxyurea [11], or methyl methane sulfonate [10].
5. Conclusions
We developed a perfusion microfluidic chip containing living yeast cell arrays that allows long
term cultivation of the yeast cells and high resolution time lapse fluorescence microscopy. The
creation of the cell array was based on mechanical patterning in SU 8 microwells and piezoelectric
filling of the microwells. The microfluidic chip was closed by sticking a top plate that contained the
microfluidic channel and inlet and outlet to the microwell substrate. The developed technology and
method were validated by a growth experiment of a clone collection of 34 clones (in triplicate) that
are linked to the cell cycle. Additionally, a set of six selected GFP tagged clones were observed by
time lapse fluorescence microscopy at high resolution to observe single cell protein expression and
subcellular location of the GFP tagged proteins.
Future technological challenges lie in the further upscaling of the technology and procedures to
construct genome/proteome wide cell microarrays and analyzing cells dynamically on a whole
proteome level. Dynamic proteomics profiling information based on chemical compound (such as
e.g. drug compound) perturbation should allow to determine the target(s) and mechanism of action
(MoA) [61]. For example, this technology could lead to the discovery of novel antifungal molecules,
which are highly desired due to the limited number of available antifungal drugs and the fast
emergence of multiresistant pathogens [62,63].
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